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An Academic and Student Affairs 

support unit, the mission of the 

Center for Instruction and Research 

Technology (CIRT) is to offer 

expertise, resources, and training 

to assist faculty in ways that 

enable them to develop greater 

capacities for using technology for 

teaching and research. CIRT also 

disseminates ideas, frameworks, 

and materials that apply pedagogical 

knowledge to the teaching and 

learning process.
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As a department, CIRT is committed to providing 

faculty with the highest quality services and 

to our mission of supporting faculty through 

training, resources, and consultation. 2021 

brought continued challenges and CIRT made 

enhancements to the Academic Continuity website 

and numerous other resources to support faculty 

and students during the COVID-19 pandemic.  

I’m extremely proud of the way CIRT worked 

together and with other campus units to support 

UNF’s faculty and students.

During the past year, CIRT engaged in several 

important initiatives, which you will read about in 

greater detail in the team reports. 

These include:

• Major increase in equipment inventory

•  Continued expansion of video production

services

•  Improvements to Faculty Domains templates

•  Support for classroom technology

enhancements

•   Increase in online course design quality 

reviews

•   Growth in impact of the OER Initiative 

•   Enhancements to Teaching Online (TOL) 

training courses

•  Improvements to DL course development

process

•  Creation of Instructor Support module in

Canvas

•  Open Educational Resources (OER) Week

celebration

•  Implementation of VOIP phone service

•   Improved processes for FERPA compliance 

in Canvas

•  Enhancements to Canvas training and web

resources

• 	Significant	increase	in	faculty	participation	in

workshops

In the coming year, CIRT will identify additional 

opportunities to support institutional goals using 

Canvas, expand support for faculty adoption and 

creation of OERs, and partner in the development 

of an institutional badging program.

Executive Summary

Dr. Deb Miller 

Assistant Vice President, 

Digital Learning and 

Innovation

CIRT team with UNF Online staff at the UNF Ropes Course, Fall 2021 retreat.
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Last year, CIRT hosted a successful panel event, 

Innovative Approaches to Teaching During COVID, 

in which UNF faculty shared the joys and struggles 

of developing innovative strategies in response to 

the COVID-19 remote teaching environment. 

That panel format will continue as a 

biannual event in collaboration with the

Staff were asked to reflect on what they 
learned and experienced during the retreat 
then create a visual representation of this as a postcard.

Office	of	Faculty	Excellence	(OFE)	to	recognize	

and share the exceptional work of UNF Faculty. 

CIRT is also partnering with OFE and other 

campus units to develop a Teaching Innovations 

and Exemplars website, to document and share 

these faculty stories.

We also found time for teambuilding on the UNF 

Challenge course and held a virtual retreat in 

November, Finding Joy in the Journey. Over the 

course of two weeks, we engaged in various 

activities to further deepen the connections between 

us, have some fun, and do some brainstorming.  

The culminating experience for the retreat was 

to create a postcard that captured an exciting or 

motivating moment along the retreat journey.

Screenshot of the retreat kickoff, during which team members used a background that showcased 
their travel aspirations.

Executive Summary

https://www.unf.edu/cirt/events/Fall_2020/Innovative_Approaches_to_Teaching_During_COVID.aspx
http://cirtunf.org/retreat2020/
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CIRT Services

Instruction and Research
• Instructional design and technology integration
• Canvas and online learning support
• Scantron test reporting and analysis
• Project consultation
• Student response systems
• Online surveys and forms
• Data analysis software support
• Faculty website design and hosting

Media
• Print,	slides,	and	other	specialized	scanning
• Audio & video recording, capturing, and editing
• Maps for print and web publication
• 	Images	and	figures	for	print	and	web	publication
• 3D printing and scanning

Equipment Checkout
• Laptops and tablets
• Cameras and camcorders
• Projectors
• Digital voice recorders
• Classroom response systems (Clickers)
• External drives

Graphic Design
• Conference and event posters
• Brochures and other printed materials
• 	Digital	imaging	(photo	retouching,	digitization,	etc.)
• Course banners

The Center for Instruction and Research Technology (CIRT) offers expertise, resources, and training 
to assist faculty in ways that enable them to develop greater capacities for using technology in 
their teaching and research. CIRT also disseminates ideas, frameworks, and materials that apply 
pedagogical knowledge to the teaching and learning process. Our facilities are open to all faculty  
at UNF and we are available to consult on a variety of topics.
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CREATIVE TEAM

The Creative Team provides teaching and research 

technology support to faculty through project 

consultation, media development, and general 

technology assistance. Key services include 

equipment lending, video production, 3D scanning 

and printing, graphic design, online survey tool, 

and faculty web publishing support.

New Equipment

This year, CIRT secured many new pieces of 

equipment to meet the demand created by COVID, 

including more than 100 webcams, new Dell 

and Apple laptops, iPads, Apple pencils, Wacom 

drawing tablets, drawing monitors, headsets, and 

wireless microphones. We also purchased an 

Ultimaker S5 3D printer to expand and improve  

our 3D printing services. The S5 uses two 

nozzles	to	print	with	two	different	materials	

simultaneously and has a larger build volume than 

our Prusa 3D printer.

Studio Upgrades 

The Creative Team continues to enhance CIRT’s 

Video	Studio	to	improve	flexibility	and	ease-

of-use for faculty. In the past year, we set up a 

lightboard and installed additional hardware to 

increase the number of video devices supported 

for recording and live streaming. A new video 

prompter allows faculty to view slides or other 

media during recording. Finally, an improved 

booking system was put in place to make it 

easier to schedule recordings.

The Creative Team used what we learned while 

enhancing the Video Studio to help the Nutrition 

and Dietetics program add video equipment to 

their food lab. Faculty in the program can use 

this equipment to stream and record videos from 

that	specialized	space.	It	is	valuable	for	recording	

group projects and demonstrations. We consulted 

Team Reports

Dave Wilson 

Associate Director, CIRT 

and Creative Team Lead

https://ultimaker.com/3d-printers/ultimaker-s5
https://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/CIRTVideoStudio@UofNorthFlorida.onmicrosoft.com/bookings/
https://t.e2ma.net/message/bcp2mc/7097uab#spotlight
https://t.e2ma.net/message/bcp2mc/7097uab#spotlight


with MOCA to recommend equipment to add live 

streaming and recording to their theater and will 

work with them on the setup of this equipment 

this year.  We now have a recommended set of 

equipment for an inexpensive “basic streaming kit” 

that can be set up in almost any space.

Faculty Domains

The Creative Team made several enhancements 

to UNF’s Faculty Domains service, creating 

two new themes for WordPress; the Ozzie	

theme, a versatile theme with a strong UNF 

aesthetic, and another theme for podcast sites. 

We also created a template for virtual poster 

conference sites given their popularity. This year, 

CIRT helped develop and deliver seven virtual 

poster conference sites, including sites for the 

Showcase of Osprey Advancements in Research 

and Scholarship (SOARS), Scholars Transforming 

Academic Research Symposium (STARS), The 

Digital Humanities Institute Showcase, the 

Resilience Posters, and the Hicks Honors College 

First Year Experience. Other noteworthy Faculty 

Domains projects supported by CIRT include 

websites for the EXPLORE program and the 

Animal-Assisted Interventions program in the 

Brooks College of Health.

Individually, 30 unique faculty created accounts 

this year, and 33 new domains were added.
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Team Reports

Screenshots before and after flipping the image, of Dr. Suzanne Ehrlich recording on the lightboard.

https://domains.unf.edu
https://shelbyscanlon.domains.unf.edu/ozzie/
https://shelbyscanlon.domains.unf.edu/ozzie/
https://unfsoars.domains.unf.edu/2021/
https://unfsoars.domains.unf.edu/2021/
https://stars.domains.unf.edu
https://stars.domains.unf.edu
https://dhishowcase.domains.unf.edu/about/
https://dhishowcase.domains.unf.edu/about/
https://english.domains.unf.edu/resilience/
https://hhc.domains.unf.edu/2021/
https://hhc.domains.unf.edu/2021/
https://explore.domains.unf.edu
https://animal-assisted-interventions.domains.unf.edu
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Support of Academic Units

The Creative Team supported projects for several 

Academic and Student Affairs units. This included 

collaboration with MOCA on video projects like the 

Bold City Contemporary Ensemble Micro Concert 

series, the six-video series “Breaking Boundaries: 

The Vision of Jacqueline Holmes,” and an interview 

with artist Jeremy Dean. We supported the 2020 

Convocation by providing graphics and video 

production services. 

The Creative Team partnered with ITS on updates 

to the Faculty Bio	tool	and	helped	the	Office	of	

Undergraduate Research produce and publish 

the	first	volume	of	Pandion: The Osprey Journal 

of Research and Ideas. CIRT also collaborated 

with	the	Office	of	Faculty	Excellence	to	create	the	

Teaching Innovations and Exemplars website, and 

facilitated the Presidential Professor Lecture of Dr. 

Dominik Güss.

Canvas Accessibility Initiative

The Canvas Accessibility Initiative promotes 

and improves the accessibility of instructional 

materials in the Canvas LMS to provide an 

inclusive and welcoming environment for all. Ally 

is an accessibility checker integrated into Canvas 

that provides instructors with feedback on the 

accessibility	of	uploaded	files	and	guidance	to	

make those documents more accessible. Ally 

also automatically provides alternative formats 

for	uploaded	files,	included	as	HTML,	electronic	

braille,	and	audio.	These	alternative	file	formas	are	

available to both students and instructors. 

The university uses Ally to monitor the accessibility 

of instructional materials in Canvas. During the 

past year, CIRT provided workshops and individual 

consultations addressing accessibility for faculty 

and promoted the initiative through CIRT’s social 

media channels and newsletter. 

Spring 2021 saw a 20% increase in Canvas 

course content over Spring 2020, with nearly 

60,000 more pieces of content. The number 

of accessibility issues increased only slightly. 

Severe issue numbers remain unchanged, major 

accessibility issues increased from 57% to 61%, 

and minor issues increased from 15% to 16%.  

In spring of 2020 25% of course content had  

no accessibility issues, in the spring of 2021, 

20% of course content was free from accessibility 

issues. CIRT also continued to promote the use  

of automatic captioning tools in Canvas Studio 

and Zoom, and use of video captioning services 

3Play	and	Verbit	increased	significantly,	as	shown	

in Table 1.

Team Reports

Term AY 18-19 AY 19-20 AY 20-21
Summer 391 1,088 10,840

Fall 39 420 14,627
Spring 870 4,746 9,524
Total 1,300 6,254 24,991

Table 1. Video Captioning Minutes Using External Tools 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_1E9LGmEegrVCAMJ7JveMA/featured
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_1E9LGmEegrVCAMJ7JveMA/featured
https://www.unf.edu/acadaffairs/events/Convocation_2020.aspx
https://www.unf.edu/acadaffairs/events/Convocation_2020.aspx
https://webapps.unf.edu/faculty/bio/directory/A
https://www.unf.edu/OUR/Pandion__The_Osprey_Journal_of_Research_and_Ideas.aspx
https://www.unf.edu/OUR/Pandion__The_Osprey_Journal_of_Research_and_Ideas.aspx
https://teachinginnovations.domains.unf.edu
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DPyf43fvvF8&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DPyf43fvvF8&t=3s
https://www.unf.edu/cirt/LMS_Support/Canvas/Canvas_Accessibility_Home.aspx
https://www.unf.edu/cirt/LMS_Support/Canvas/Canvas_Accessibility_Ally.aspx
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INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN TEAM
The primary role of the Instructional Design 

(ID) Team is to support UNF faculty with the 

systematic process of designing, developing, and 

delivering instructional materials. The ID Team is 

available to consult on instructional design best 

practices, assist in the conversion of traditional 

course materials to an online learning format, 

provide training and development related to the 

practical and pedagogical skills necessary for 

developing and delivering interactive and engaging 

instructional materials, and promote dialog 

between instructional design professionals and the 

academic communities they serve.

Consultations

The ID team regularly consults with faculty 

members on designing, developing, and delivering 

online and hybrid courses. During the 2020-2021 

academic year, the ID Team logged 552 faculty 

consultations with 198 unique faculty members as 

shown in Table 2. This represents a 6% increase in 

the number of consultations from the previous year.

During the same year our Online Learning 

Librarian teammates reported 44 faculty 

consultations, typically related to use of library 

resources in Canvas and OER adoption.

Faculty Development

The ID Team provides comprehensive faculty 

development through two Teaching Online (TOL) 

tracks, a DL Course Development (TOL-DCD) 

module, and professional development workshops 

focused on the effective use of instructional 

technologies. During the 2020-2021 academic 

year, 84 faculty members completed TOL training, 

and 38 faculty members developed new DL 

courses via the TOL-DCD module.

CIRT continually makes enhancements to the TOL 

courses based on faculty feedback and emerging 

needs.	This	past	year,	the	ID	team	modified	the	

TOL course to add a synchronous online teaching 

module. The goal of this module is to provide hands-

on practice and authentic instructional strategies for 

synchronous online teaching.  

Rozy Parlette 

Associate Director 

Instructional Design

Team Reports

Interesting Fact:  
For the 2020-2021 academic year, 

the top three departments for 
instructional design consultations 
were: Nursing (44), Marketing and 

Logistics (43), and Leadership, 
School Counseling, and  

Sport Management (42).

Total
Consultations

Unique Faculty 
Members

% of Faculty Members with 
Multiple Consultations (>= 2)

AY 17-18 303 142 39% (55 of 142)
AY 18-19 327 129 43% (55 of 129)
AY 19-20  523* 215 47% (102 of 215)
AY 20-21 552 198 48% (98 of 198)

*Please note a correction to the data reported in CIRT’s 2020 Annual Report.

Table 2. Instructional Design Consultations

https://www.unf.edu/cirt/TOL/Faculty_Development_Model.aspx
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Online Course Design Quality Reviews

An Instructor Support module was added to DCD and 

program courses. The unpublished module contains 

a	customizable	facilitation	plan,	learning	analytics,	

course development notes, and ideas for updates.

The ID team also facilitated several optional 

workshops for TOL participants, including Learning 

Objectives, a tour of the CIRT Video Studio, 

Accessibility in Canvas, Library Resources, and 

Active Synchronous Learning.

Online Program Development

In addition to consulting with individual faculty 

members to meet their personal course 

development goals, the ID Team works with 

departments and programs to develop primarily- 

and fully-online degree programs. During the 

2020-2021 academic year, the ID Team developed 

13 program-based online courses.

Quality Matters Online Course Design 

Review

UNF systematically builds and evaluates online 

courses based on the Quality Matters (QM) 

research-based standards. The QM Standards 

specifically	focus	on	course	design	rather	than	

course delivery or curriculum and assure that 

the structure of online courses promotes learner 

engagement. UNF supports two levels of internal 

Online Course Design review; the main differences 

between the two optional levels of course reviews 

are in the number of course reviewers and the 

number of QM standards met. As a result of the 

review, courses may receive a course design 

designation of Quality (Q) or High Quality (HQ). While 

instructors may opt to participate in either level of 

review, we encourage instructors to pursue the HQ 

designation.	Both	are	significant	accomplishments.

After completing an internal course design review, 

online programs can submit courses for national 

Quality	Matters	(QM)	Certification.	QM	certification	

is	a	significant	accomplishment	that	indicates	an	

online course has met rigorous national standards 

centered on the best practices in instructional 

design and online learning. Accrediting bodies 

often	value	the	rigor	involved	in	QM	certification	

for online courses and see this as indicative of a 

general culture of quality within those programs.

Team Reports

Figure 1. Instructional Design Collaborations

https://www.unf.edu/cirt/services/id/service_course-review.aspx#qm
https://www.unf.edu/cirt/services/id/service_course-review.aspx#qm
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Forty-four online courses completed a course 

design review during the past year, including six 

national QM reviews (Figure 1).

Open Educational Resources (OER) Initiative

In a The OER initiative is a joint project by the 

Center for Instruction and Research Technology 

(CIRT) and the Thomas G. Carpenter Library that 

seeks to lower college costs for UNF students by 

supporting faculty in the adoption of quality open 

resources in their courses.

During the past year, 17 faculty members 

completed OER training, and 14 faculty completed 

the initiative and fully implemented OERs in their 

courses. Since its inception in Spring 2018, UNF’s 

OER Initiative has impacted 5,440 students with 

more than $744,000 in textbook cost savings as 

shown in Figure 2.

In Spring 2021, UNF participated in Open Education 

Week for the second year. Open Education Week 

is a celebration of the global Open Education 

Movement. Its goal is to raise awareness about the 

movement and its impact on teaching and learning 

worldwide. Events during the week included an 

Online Book Display, a student engagement activity, 

information sessions on Affordability Counts, a 

Faculty OER Panel Discussion, an OER Discovery 

Lab, and a Perusall workshop.

Team Reports

Figure 2. OER Participation and Savings
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ONLINE LEARNING SUPPORT TEAM

The Online Learning Support Team (OLS) provides 

a high level of care and support so that UNF 

faculty can focus on teaching and learning, rather 

than on technical issues. The OLS team assists 

faculty with LMS needs including technical 

support, training, and course building assistance.

Canvas Support

Over the past year, the OLS team logged 8,620 

support interactions with faculty, primarily via 

email, as shown in Figure 3. These interactions 

included a range of topics including course set-up 

and	copying,	quiz	creation,	online	proctoring,	

Zoom, and general troubleshooting of Canvas 

and other instructional technologies This level of 

activity represents a nearly 40% increase over the 

previous year. 

Canvas Compliance

A major focus of the past year was the 

implementation of new policies and supporting 

processes to protect student privacy and improve 

FERPA compliance in Canvas, in collaboration 

with other campus stakeholder groups. The About 

Canvas webpage contains information about 

these policies relative to adding users to courses, 

combining course sections in Canvas, and data 

retention, along with links to additional information 

and best practices documents.

Canvas Apps & Integrations

Requests for Canvas Apps (LTIs) increased last 

year because of the move to online instruction. 

We saw a sharp increase in adoption of the 

aPlus+ Attendance and the Honorlock proctoring 

tools to courses. With increased use of these 

and other apps, such as Microsoft Teams and 

Zoom, the OLS team created a new set of text 

and video documentation supporting their use and 

redesigned Canvas information and support pages 

to	make	information	easier	to	find.	A	redesigned	

Apps and Integrations page provides a list of 

preconfigured	apps	available	to	instructors	and	the	

New Apps request process has been improved. 

Team Reports

Michael Russo 

Assistant Director 

Online Learning Support

Figure 3. Instruction Support Interactions by Modality

https://www.unf.edu/onestop/ferpa/
https://www.unf.edu/cirt/LMS_Support/Canvas/lms-about-canvas.aspx#canvas-policies
https://www.unf.edu/cirt/LMS_Support/Canvas/lms-about-canvas.aspx#canvas-policies
https://www.unf.edu/cirt/LMS_Support/Canvas/Canvas_Apps.aspx
https://www.unf.edu/cirt/LMS_Support/Canvas/lms-resources-canvas.aspx
https://www.unf.edu/cirt/LMS_Support/Canvas/Canvas_Apps.aspx
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Workshops & Training Events

The OLS team coordinates CIRT’s faculty 

workshops, and in the past year hosted 147 

events covering topics that included Canvas, 

Zoom, and other online tools as well as media 

creation and effective teaching practices, as 

shown in Table 3. As has been reported by other 

organizations,	the	switch	to	virtual	workshops	

brought an increase in attendance, up 43% 

compared to the previous year. Whenever possible, 

workshops were recorded and made available as 

an ongoing resource, and the popular “Canvas 

Bites” Micro-Workshop series, helping instructors 

tackle Canvas one small “bite” at a time, is being 

developed into a streaming video series.

Team Reports

Event Topic Number of Sessions
Accessibility 21

Canvas 39

Canvas Bites (30 minutes 37

Other Tools 37

Pedagogy 13

Total 147

Table 3. Faculty Workshops by Topic Area 

Some of the LTIs (Learning Tools Interoperability) available in Canvas.

https://www.unf.edu/cirt/events/
https://www.unf.edu/cirt/events/
https://www.unf.edu/cirt/LMS_Support/Canvas/Canvas_Apps.aspx
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CIRT by the Numbers 2020 – 2021

CIRT provides a variety of services  

from equipment checkout to high-level 

project consultation. Here’s a look at 

some fast facts from the past year. }      17   Faculty completed OER Training

     33   New Faculty Domains

     44   QM-reviewed courses

    109   TOL completions

    116   Canvas Banners

    147   Events

    280   Equipment checkouts

    293   Videos/live streams produced

     427  New Qualtrics accounts

     552  Instructional Design consultations

  8,620  Canvas support interactions

34,991  Minutes of video captioning
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Strategic Action Items Completed in 2020-2021

1. Expand video production services.

2.  Partner with the Writing Center on the development of academic integrity modules for faculty and

students in support of institutional QEP.

3. Develop a Canvas Support Module for Instructors (facilitation plan, analytics).

4. Revise DL course development process to streamline timeframe and increase course design reviews.

5. Explore expansion of CIRT media services to students for class projects.

6.  Review and revise CIRT workshops to focus on practices that support student success, such as

frequent feedback, active learning pedagogies, differentiated instruction, and behavioral nudges.

7. Increase collaboration with other campus units on projects that support student success.

8. Improve the accessibility of instructional materials in Canvas.

2021-2022 Strategic Action Items

1.  Explore creation of a Student Success module in Canvas to connect students with important

campus resources.

2. Increase support for faculty adoption of OERs and other low-cost instructional materials.

3. Increase the percentage of DL courses that complete a quality course design review.

4.  Raise awareness of the opportunities and services CIRT provides by presenting at department or

college meetings.

5. Contribute to the development of a campus-wide badging program.

Three Year Goals

1. Fifty percent of DL courses complete a quality course design review.

2. Use LMS data to improve outcomes for students, faculty, and institution.

3. Identify a rich and robust platform for student publishing/portfolios.

4. At least eighty percent of instructional materials in Canvas are accessible to WCAG 2.1 AA standards.

Strategic Updates
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